LISBON INTERNATIONAL GLOBAL HEALTH HANGOUT

Saturday 12th March | 10.00-12.00 @IHTM
Lisbon Institute of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
WHAT ARE WE GOING TO TALK ABOUT TODAY?

1. Introduction to the GHNGN background and Team
2. Small intro to our projects
   1. Global Health Mentorship (GH Me)
   2. Global Health Ambassador Programme (GHAP)
   3. Global Health Hangouts (GH2)
   4. Science Open collaborative project.
   5. Next Generation News (NG News)
   6. Next Generation Global Health Forum 2016 (NGGHF)

3. Q & A Session
WHAT IS THE GLOBAL HEALTH NEXT GENERATION NETWORK?

- How it all started, Barcelona 2014.
- From Tropical Medicine to Global Health
- Multidisciplinary team work
Global Health Ambassadors
Lucy Fagan, UK
Global Health
Next Generation Network
WHAT DOES THE AMBASSADORS FOR GLOBAL HEALTH PROGRAM DO?

We **EMPOWER** the future generation and involve them in matters relevant to **GLOBAL HEALTH**, while providing them with unique opportunities and training programs that will prepare them to be **BETTER LEADERS** in the field of global health.
Exposure to the Network’s social media accounts, website, and newsletter. Ambassadors will be featured in the GHNGN accounts and media will be contacted for possibilities of interviewing ambassadors of the Network.

Honorary membership to the Global Health Next Generation Network

Opportunities to meet other honorary members and affiliates of the Network

A fully supported three-day training program on “global health advocacy”

Ambassadors will be invited to high-level events and meetings for the Network.
WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR?

**ENGLISH LANGUAGE**
can communicate in English

**SOCIAL MEDIA**
avid users of social networks (twitter, facebook, linkedin, and other social media accounts)

**COMMITMENT**
demonstrated commitment working in the area of global health

**PASSION**
passionate in empowering the next generation

**LEADERSHIP**
strong leadership & public speaking skills

**INVOLVEMENT**
highly involved with their own local community

**RESPONSIBILITY**
No criminal record or involvement in criminal activity

**INVOLVEMENT**
strong ties and involvement with other global health stakeholders/institutions
LETTER OF MOTIVATION

Explain why you’re interested in being an Ambassador for Global Health & how you can contribute.

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

1. LETTER OF MOTIVATION
2. CURRICULUM VITAE

NEXT STEP

INTERVIEW

An interview will be conducted after. The project lead and the lead ambassador for global health will do the initial selection.

THE RESULTS

Three to five ambassadors will be selected for the pilot phase of the project. Preference may be given for the geographical distribution of the ambassadors.
TIMELINE...

**APPOINT** a project leader

**FEB**

**OPEN CALL** for Global Health Ambassadors

**MAY**

**NOTIFYING** of selected applicants

**SEP**

**INTERVIEWS**

**SEP**

**TRAINING** program

**INTRODUCED** to the Network

**FEB**

**ASSUME** your position

**END** of contract
GLOBAL HEALTH HANGOUTS

Penelope Hill, Australia
GLOBAL HEALTH HANGOUTS

A project by the

GLOBAL HEALTH HANGOUTS

GH Hangouts aim to link students and young professionals within the Global Health sector to provide a fun and enjoyable environment to openly discuss current global health issues.

Interested in organising a hangout in your city, or would like more information?

Contact: penelope.hill@ghnetwork.org
http://ghnetwork.org/gh-hangouts/

Contact us!
HOW DO I ORGANISE A HANGOUT?

- Simply contact GHNGN
  - or penelope.hill@ghnetwork.org directly

- Provide the details of the event you would like to host, and a theme if you would like one

- And we will:

- Communicate with you through the preparation process, and

- Promote the Hangout throughout our network - so you have the chance to meet new people passionate in Global Public Health!
JOIN US! Contact:
camila.gonzalez@ghnetwork.org 00351 916857488

a project by the

global health
hangouts (GH2)

informal hangouts with GH fellows

Lisboa, Bairro Alto
Friday, Feb 5th, 19pm
PAST HANGOUTS

AMSTERDAM

DEN HAAG

LISBON
What are we writing about?

Some of our latest pieces

- Nigerian Government Must Scale Up Fight Against HIV
- “A Shot in the Arm”: Cimaza Comics Advocating Global Health
- The Brazilian Health System: A tale of two countries
- Public Health Action and the Challenges Ahead: a quick overview ...
- Expanding Our Reach Through Partnerships: Why We Need to Work ...
- Patients Voices Matter: The Option B+ PMTCT programme for HIV ...
- What We Learned from the World Health Summit 2015
- Why Rural Women in Nigeria Prefer Traditional Birth Attendants to ...
What type of articles are we looking for?

- Opinion articles
- Coverage of emerging issues and events in Global Health (i.e. Zika virus outbreak)
- Book and article reviews
- Coverage of the activities of the GHNGN (i.e. Global Health hangouts)
- Pieces in collaboration with other Global Health related projects (i.e. Cimaza Comics)

- Pieces on academic/internships/volunteer experiences
What are the challenges ahead?

- Involvement of other teams and members of the GHNGN
- Continue to seek for new collaborations
- Engage external volunteer writers over time
- Collaboration with Social Media

Global health is an interdisciplinary subject – we need your collaboration!

How?

- Invite your friends and colleagues,
- Write small pieces,
- Share ideas!
Thank you!

news@ghnetwork.org
WHAT IS GHME?

How do I apply for my first job?

Am on the right way?

I want to share my knowledge

I want to give back to the global health community
WHO ARE WE?

TWO ORGANIZATIONS

Global Health Next Generation Network

Swedish Network for International Health

WHO’S THE TEAM

Students and Young Professionals

• Belgium
• The Netherlands
• The United States
• Canada
• Finland
• Germany
• Tunisia
HIGHLIGHTS 2015

January
• First meeting

May
• Applications opened

June
• Cracked 100 applications mark

August
• Program started with 27 groups

November
• Presentation of GHMe in Canada

December
• Pilot phased finished
2016

January
• Applications for new team members opened

March
• New team starts

May
• Application opens